TO: All Argonne Contractors

SUBJECT: COVID-19 Update — Illinois "stay-at-home" order extended thru April 30

As we communicated in our March 20, 2020, memo, Argonne National Laboratory continues to monitor and implement actions to help minimize the spread of COVID-19. On March 31, 2020, the Governor of the State of Illinois extended the "stay-at-home" executive order through April 30, 2020. In compliance with the state's order extension, Argonne National Laboratory will continue its reduced onsite operations with concentrated staffing levels needed for critical research, infrastructure, and systems continuity.

We thank all our contractors for understanding and appreciate the work of essential contractors who have continued to provide vital onsite services to Argonne while we maintain reduced operations. If you have any questions about your work or contractual obligations, we encourage you to work with your Argonne technical representative.

We are committed to the safety and wellbeing of the Argonne community and will continue to assess and adjust our response to COVID-19. For more information and updates on how Argonne is managing COVID-19 impacts, please visit www.anl.gov/coronavirus.